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The costs and risks of litigating: the various options identified, illustrated, explained and compared
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About Universal Legal Protection...
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"We've lived through the
evolution of the funding, finance
and insurance markets since
1999. Increasingly, Solicitors are
asking us to assist in relation to
client care issues. In response to
this we have launched
our Consultancy Service."

Universal Legal Protection ('ULP') specialise in
the identification, management and transfer of
litigation funding, finance and insurance risks.

What sets us apart is our independence and
proactive approach in advising Clients based on
their requirements and risk tolerance.

We enjoy strong relationships with the Litigation
Funders, Finance Providers and Insurers
operating in these markets. 

Richard Myrtle
Managing Director
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ULP CONSULTING:

ULP’s litigation consulting service is revolutionary for both litigants
and Solicitors. Regardless of how much money your client has to pay
your fees, they are entitled to make an informed decision about the
costs and risks of litigation. As a minimum they will want to compare
the financial benefit and consequence of using a standard and non-
standard solicitor and client retainer.

Our litigation consulting service will provide the solicitor and their
client with all of the information they need to do this, at any stage in
the proceedings, for a reasonable and fixed fee.

a revolution in client
care management  
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Is your client embarking on litigation or already litigating?

Four Estimated Figures

1. the realistic damages your client will be
seeking - or is already claiming - from their
Opponent
2. your own fees
3. your client’s Barrister’s fees
4. your client’s (other) Disbursements.

All we need to produce a bespoke Report are
the following four estimated figures;

If so, and  if your client is the claimant and their dispute is
NOT an injury related or family matter, we at ULP can:

Produce a Cost Benefit Analysis Report which models
financially how using a standard solicitor and client retainer
compares to using some of the many non-standard retainer
options available to them. It forecasts a number of
settlement scenarios for your client's claim. 

Consult on the liability and quantum merits of your client's
claim, the financial strength of their Opponent, and how all
are likely to impact on which products might or might not
be available from the market to support them.

Work with you and your client until you are both satisfied
that you have properly managed your client's litigation cost
and risk.
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Our unique and bespoke
consultancy service will enable

your client to make an
informed decision about how
to best manage the costs and

risks of litigating 

How much money they may need to spend in order to achieve a successful
outcome?

How much money they could keep from their damages if they win?

How much money conducting the litigation will cost them if they lose?

What funding, finance and insurance options might be available, how much each
is likely to cost, how they compare with each other and how they interrelate and
overlap? 

Using ULP's Consultancy Service will enable your client to answer the following questions:

Serious Answers to Serious Questions:
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ULP's Consultancy Service involves a simple 3 stage process

Stage 2  - Analyse
We produce a Cost Benefit

Analysis Report 

We provide a detailed
consultation 

Stage 1 - Identify 

We help identify your client's
risk versus reward threshold 

Stage 3 - Consult
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Good litigation risk management starts with your client identifying their
own attitudes to risk and reward using our Demands and Needs Route map. 

We help your client identify their risk
versus reward threshold 

Stage 1
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http://ulpconsulting.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/sites/3/2016/02/Client-Demands-and-Needs-Route-Map.pdf


STEP 2
We produce a Cost Benefit Analysis Report

How using a standard solicitor and client retainer with no insurance compares
financially to using  forms of litigation funding, finance and insurance. 

The financial repercussions of an early settlement, a mid-way settlement and
settlement at Trial.

The effect of accepting a compromise on the amount of compensation that they are
claiming from their Opponent.

The impact on the damages achieved of not recovering all of their own costs incurred
(in the event of a win).

How much it could cost them if they were to lose.

Our detailed Cost Benefit Analysis Report sets out a number of possible settlement scenarios for your client’s claim.

Stage 2

The Report includes an explanation of the terminology used and the cost implications differentiating funding, finance and
insurance. It also provides an overview as to what the different providers in the market offer and how they interrelate and
overlap.
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The Report Tables 

The first output table shows how much your client is likely to keep out of their winnings if they win (this assumes a
hypothetical claim worth in the region of £250,000):

Stage 2
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The Report Tables (continued)
The second output table shows how much it could cost your client if they were to lose that hypothetical claim:

Stage 2
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Once the Report has been reviewed by your client and/or by you, ULP can arrange a one hour consultation to discuss
the findings in more detail. During the consultation we will  be happy to discuss inter alia:

We offer a follow-up Consultation

•

 What they might reasonably expect from the litigation funding, finance and
       insurance market(s) by way of specific product qualification and acceptance criteria.

Stage 3

The liability and quantum merits of your client's case, the financial strength of their
Opponent and how all are likely to impact on which products might or might not be
available from the market to support them.

What they might reasonably expect from the litigation funding, finance and insurance
market(s) by way of specific product qualification and acceptance criteria. 

The advantages and disadvantages of using one option over another.

The amount of information the respective markets will require in order to undertake a
legal risk assessment of their claim.

The time it is likely to take to obtain a formal offer of funding, finance and/or insurance
and any consequences of delaying making an approach now.

You are welcome to come to our office in Bedford, or we can arrange a screen-sharing video conference call.
Alternatively, for an additional charge, we can come to you for a face to face consultation. 
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Case Study  – A Commercial Contract Dispute 

In this contractual dispute claim, the Solicitor and Barrister had each agreed to work on a deferred and partial
contingent fee basis for their claimant business clients whose claim was worth in the region of £1.5m.

The Solicitor and their clients came to ULP seeking help over sourcing litigation funding and ATE insurance at the
point of issuing Court Proceedings. Their view was that - even though they were able to comfortably afford to pay
the various Bills if their Opponent refused to settle for a sensible sum and they were forced to go all the way to Court
to win - they preferred to borrow the money and use their own in growing the business, plus they wanted to hedge
the risk of losing their claim.

We suggested they make use of our Litigation Consultancy Service, which they did - and so we produced a Cost
Benefit Analysis Report for them.
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The Report demonstrated that, if the clients were to accept the offer
of £800k that had already been made to them, they would achieve
roughly the same financial outcome as they would if winning the full
£1.5m at Trial. The difference in damages would likely be consumed
by the estimated cost of the ATE cover, the Funder’s investment
return, the Solicitor’s and Barrister’s success fees plus - of course -
any unrecovered costs. The Opponent was naturally pleased to settle
for £800k - which is what actually transpired!

ULP’s Consultancy Service therefore
saved the clients from at least 12
months or more of unnecessary
litigation likely to yield them very
little financial benefit (if any) at all.
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So, to summarise…

Be able to make an informed decision as to how they would like to proceed with their litigation.

ULP's Consultancy Service is a practical and cost-effective way to provide your client with a comprehensive range of
litigation cost and risk options when using standard and non-standard retainers.

By taking advantage of ULP's Consultancy Service, your client should:
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Have an awareness as to the comparative costs and benefits of one product or combination of
products over another or others.

Be aware of the likely positive and negative cost consequences of managing litigation cost
and risk in the event of a win and a loss scenario.
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What next...

What we charge 
To learn how reasonbly priced ULP's
consultancy service is please click here

To make an application click here to download our one page
application form and email it to applications@ulpltd.co.uk

Make an Application

To talk about your specific litigation needs or to discuss further
how ULP can help you, please call us on 01234 340266 or send
an email to info@ulpltd.co.uk

Simply get in touch
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http://ulpconsulting.co.uk/apply/
http://ulpconsulting.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/sites/3/2016/03/Consultancy-Application-2016-3.pdf
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